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SYNOPSIS

   Absorption spectra in the visible region of cr-MnS single crystals are investigated
at various temperatures. The Iigaftd field theory is applied to iRterpret the entire spec-

trum, especially the fme structure which appears in a sharp and temperature-independent

band C (G.4ag--.[`Aig, "Eg]). For alt the absorption bands, certain experimeRtal values

are determined; the iocation ofpeaks, the width at half-height, the absorption coeMcient

and the oscillator strength. Calculation gives a good fit for the peak energy of observed

bands at liqtiid-kelium temperature by adoptiRg the covalency parameter s==O.17, the

Racah pararneters B===808cmri, Cw3751cm'i and the crystal field strengtk Dq =
1025cm"i. The introduction of covaieRt character, descent of the crystal fieid symmetry

and phonon participation are discussed in detail in order to interpret the Åëauses of fine

structure of C band. Pure electronic transitions and a magnon sideband are found in
the fine structure of A band (6Aig-.4Tig). These absorptions are identified by tkeir
linewidths and relative intensities. The observed separation between a zero IiRe and a

magnon sideband agrees witk that theoreticaliy calculated using the familiar spin wave
theory, which is briefiy reviewed for a cubic aRtiferromagRet. Temperature dependence

of the separatien is also measured and discussed to confirm the sideband being due to

a magnon. Other components of the A band are assigned as phonon sidebands.

Introduction

    Spectroscopic research of antiferroraagnetic materials has been developed rapidly,
since the discovery of the two-magnon absorption in FeF2 by Hal}ey and Silverai) and the
excitoB-magnon absorption in MnF2 by GreeRe et ai.2) As similar transitions were observed

in some particular compounds and an elaboration of the related theory was made, much
information has been accumulated on the association of an exciton with a magRon in antifer-

romagnets. Tltese studies gave new aspects which had never been observed by means of
ordinary experimental methods used in the field oÅí the conventional research on magnetism.

Up to the present, however, experimentai studies were restricted to fiuorides and oxides of

transition elements such as MnF2 and YCr03.3) No experimental studies on the exciton-
magnon transitions (magnon sidebands) have been reported in chalcogenides, although
other types of magneto-optical studies were actively made on rare earth chalcogenides and

chalcogenide spinels. The main purpose of the present paper is to report on the exciton-

magnoR absorption in the selected antiferromagnetic chalcogenide, a-MnS. Two facts
should be meRtioned as the reason for this selection: 1) a-MnS is the'only one of the mono-

su}fides crystallizing in the relatively simp}e NaCl str"cture in which the transition metal

:# On leave of absence from Factilty of Engineering, Shizuoka University, ffamamatsu.
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ion is in the crystal field with the inversion symmetry. 2) Among transition rnetal chal-

cogenides, optical study in the paramagnetic state was made only about cr-MnS.

    Typically, magnon sidebands are observed in the crystals which have the inversion
symmetry. The intraionic d-d transitions are forbidden by Laporte's rule. Excitons are
excited by magnetic dipole transitions with very weak intensity. For an exciton-magnon
absorption, generation of an exciton should be accompanied by an absorption or an emission

of the magnon which has the same or opposite wave vector with reference to that of the

exciton. Magnon sidebands show relatively large intensity, since the electric dipole
transition is allowed by participaÅíion of an odd-mode magnon.

    I{istorically, magneto-optical studies on antiferromagnets succeeded to the spectroscopic

research on paramagnetic crystals. Fine structures observed in the optical spectrum of a
paramagnetic crystal might be analyzed by the crystal field theory which assumed that iattice

vibrations and a magnetic interaction between magnetic ions could be ignored. Except
in a few crystals, however, the crystal field theory failed to elucidate the fine structures. The

situation forced oBe to recognize the importance of the magnetic interacÅíion between ions.

Even in the paramagnetic region, few experiments on the optical properties of antiferro-

magnets have been made in manganese chalcogenides in comparison with halides. In the
first place, therefore, the optical spectrum of a manganese sulfide should be iewestigated in

the paramagnetic state.

    The spectrum of the divalent inanganese ion with (3d)5 electronic configuration has
been one of the most fruitfui sources of information about effects of coordinating ligands
on the central ion; the merit is based on the fact that the accidentally degenerate state[4A ig(G),

4E,(G)l in the octahedral field formed by six ligands, splits under perturbation of covalent

bondings between the metal ion and ligands. Opticai absorption spectra of inanganese
hydrated salts were well understood using the molecular orbital description (ligand field

theory) in place of the simple crystal field theory (point cliarge model).4) In MnF2, the

point charge model could not account for the NMR spectrum.5,6) Stout7) gave the mixing
rate E =O.064 as the covalency parameter in order to interpret the opticai absorpÅíion spectrum

of MnF2. Fine structure of the absorption spectrum in KMnF3 was explained by Steyenson

using covalency and the other effects.8) In addition to the examples mentioned above,
introduction of some covalent character was required in various complexes and crystals,
in which case the situation was never understood without use of the ligand field theory.9"ii)

    The only study of a-MnS reported seerr}s to be the absorption spectrum in the visible

and near-infrared region investigated by Huffman and Wild.i2) In the visible region, they

reported that three absorption peaks A, B and C could be assigned as spin-forbidden transi-

tions fi'om the ground state 6Ai,(S) to the reievant excited states 4Tig, 4T2g and [4Aig, 4Eg]

which originated from G Ievel of (3d)5 configuration in the free ion, respectiveiy. The niost

interesting band C (sharp and temperature-independent) has not been investigated in detail.

Covalent bondings should have an effect upon yielding a fine structure. Further, the band

will split when the crystal field symmetry is lowered or some other effects, such as a spin-

orbit integaction, exist. Also, a fine structure will be observed when participation of phonons

takes place. Another purpose of the present paper is to report on and interpret the fine
structure of C band by taking the above-mentioned effects into consideration, and to estimate

the crystal field and covalency parameters consistent with observed band positions. After

the discussion of optical properties in the paramagnetic state, the fine structure in the A

band tail is analyzed by taking account of the interaction between an exciton and a magnon

in the ordered state.

    For preliminary knowledge, we must review previous studies on Neel temperature of
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cr-MnS. From magnetic susceptibility and specific heat measurements, a-MnS was known
to show a transition to an antiferromagnetic state. Despite a number of different measure-

ments, the Neel temperature was still uncertain. Anderson found two peaks ad39OK and
1450K of specific heat characteristics.i3) Several different values between l440K and
167eK were reported from magnetic susceptibility measurements.i4-i7) In this work,
l47 OK obtained most recently by Lines and Jonesi8>, is adopted as the Neel temperature.

    Crystallographic data and constants with relation to the magnetic structure of a-MnS
will be mentioned in the following chapters pertinent to the discussion of them.

Experiments

1 Synthesis ef cr-MitS powder

    Three types of the crystal structure are known in MnS crystals. The a-MnS obtained
                                                                        omost easily has a cubic NaCl structure with the distance of Mn-S bondings being 2.602A.i9)

The other crystal structures 3 and r (zinc blende and wultzite structures) transform
irreversibly into the sl'able a-type when they are heated.20) One fortunate advantage of
this sulfide is that it exists in a narrow range of stoichiometry near 1 :l, whereas the oxygen

content in transition metal oxides often varies over wide ranges.

    MnS powder used in the crystal growth was prepared from a MnC12.4H20 solution
after Archer and Mittchel.2i) Manganese ions were precipitated from manganese chloride
of reagent special grade when excess (NH4)2S was poured into it. This pink solution con-
taining the suspended precipitate was heated on a hot water bath, yielding the green cr-MnS.

The precipitate was washed several times with (NH4)2S solutions with alcohol and with ether.

After being dried in vacuo at room temperature, it was held at 10000C in vacuo for several

hours to vaporize excess sulfur and decompose polysulfides. Further, it was baked at
11500C in the fiow of dry H2S for an hour to accomplish the last process. The assay of

obtained powder samples• was Mno.ggg3Si.oeo7 containg very small amount of Fe and Cu.

2 Crystalgrewth

    Because MnS has high melting temperature of about 18000C and tends to decompose,
growth methods starting from iiquid phase are fairly troublesome.22}" Hydrothermal growth

is impractical because of extremely small soiubility in ordinary solvents. Ordinary subli-

rnation method is diracult because of the low sublimation rate below the softening point of

quartz. The crystals used for the present experiment were grown by the chemical transport

method. The chemical transportation has an advantage in that very thin crystals which
cannot be obtained by polishing thick crystals, can be grown. Nitsche et al. succeeded
in growing various chalcogenides by this method.23) For the present experiment, almost
the same method was taken to obtain single crystals. In the chemical transport method,

highly volatile chemical intermidiates are vaporized at a lower temperature instead of
vaporizing a solid directly at a high temperature. The back reaction of the resulting gas

mixtures is made utilizing the temperature dependence of chemical equilibrium. Proper
adjustment of the temperatures at tlie regions for vaporization and for crystal growth can

make the departure from chemical equilibrium in the yicinity of growing seeds small enough

to avoid polynucleation but' large enough to make the seeds grow, i.e. proper supersaturation

* At Sony Corporation and the InstitLite for Solid State Physics (Tol<yo University), single crys-

 tals with large sizes were grown by means of tke rnelt-growing technique under high argon
 pressure to prevent decomposition.
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can be maintained. When iodine vapor is used as the transporter, equilibrium described by

               MnS+I2 -..ums Mnl2+112•S2

can be established in an evacuated tube placed in a furnace with an appropriate temperature

gradient. The reaction proceeds from left to right at the higher temperature and reverses

at the lower temperature region.

MnSÅÄI      2 =Mnr2+ll2•S2

1}.N,.re  'l/,k .

MnS pewdet
cnd iodine grown crystats

losoec
l

cOo4 ,1

Fig. 1

   O 5 IO l5                (cm)

. Schematic arrangernent for growing a'-MRS crystals.

    Well baked MnS powder and iodine were introduced into quartz capsules evacuated
to 10m6 Torr and sealed off.** As shown in Fig. 1, they were left in a furnace with a strong

temperature gradient for 96 hours. The best condition to obtain the crystals suitable for

optical measurements was when the high temperature region was kept at 1050-l100OC and
the iodine concentration was in 5-le mg per cubic centimeter of quartz capsules. The
temperature of the furnace was controlled so that the fiuctuation might be within O.20C

throughout the crystal growth. This severe condition was necessary to maintain a proper
supersaturation condition. Crystals were easy to grow in the 4Se-5000C region of capsules.
To avoid new nucleation on the surfaces of crystals during cooling process, the capsules were

removed without turning off the furnace and immediately imrnersed into water. This treat--

ment ceases the reaction quickly and assures smooth faces on as-grown crystals. Some
crystals were thin platelets (from a few to 500 micron thick) with (11l) large faces, which

were identified by X-ray Laue patterns. The surface area of some platelets was large enough

to make optical measurements.

3 Absorptionmeasurements

    Absorption measurements are rather easy on the broad bands appearing in the visible
region and the fine structure of C band. On the other hand, a different complex procedure

must be carried out on the fine structure of A band. The reason for the difference is the

** Researchers of Broadcasting Research
  Mn and S as starting materials.

Laboratories of NHK obtained single crystals using
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extremely sharp and weak absorption of each component in the latter.
                                e    The entire spectrurn in 3400-7000A wavelength region was recorded with a Cary model
14R spectrometer at liquid-helium, liquid-nitrogen and room temperatures. The incident
light was always directed perpendicular to the (lll) faces. The apparatus was set so that

                          eeits resolution was better than 2A in 44ee-7000A, while the resolution decreased considerably
           ein 3400--440eA owing to the strong absorption edge located at 4400A (at room temperature).

This absorption edge was accounted for as the charge transfer absorption from sulfur to
divalent manganese ion.i2) As the wavelength is scanned, the instrument autornatically
corrects spectral variation of intensity of the incident beam and plots the absorbance In(Iell)

versus the wavelength, where Io and I correspond to the output intensity of the reference

and sample beam, respectively. Selected crystals were mounted over suitably drilled holes

in tin plates. Pairs of identical plates were always prepared. The one plate without the
crystal, placed in the reference beam, could be used as a reference for zero absorption.
Various grade mesh fiIters were put in the reference beam for adjustment of zero absorption

when the optical dewar system for low temperature measurements was placed in the sample

beam. Numerous specimens with a wide range of thickness were employed to measure
exact absorption coethcients.

    The fine structure ofA band at 4.2-50OK was photographed using Kodak I03-F inÅírared
                                                                    eplates through a Baush-Lomb dual grating spectrometer giving dispersion of 8Afmm or
4Afmm on photographic plates. The slit width was fixed at 50 microns throughout the
experiment. The resolution of the apparatus was better than O.5A. As the light source,

a 20W tungsten lamp with ribbon type filament, was employed. Photoelectric detection
is apt to fail to attain the observation of extremely sharp and weak exciton lines. Unless

the paticular detection technique such as a photon counting method is employed, those

Fig. 2.
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A dual pyrex glass cryostat. Its peculiar shape was deslgned not to give rise to rapid

temperature increase of specimen$,
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lines would disappear in noises, because incident light decreases considerably through a
narrow slit ef a spectrometer set for good resolution. Thus, photographic detection was
adopted in place ofphotoelectric detection. The spectroscopic grade plate has the resolution

of 56 lines/mm which is able to discriminate two lines separated by O.14A for the dispersion

of 8Almm. In order to obtain good results, great care was taken to select the crystals with

thickness suited for the optical study in view of the fact that the.intensity of both of exciton
lines and sidebands is considerably weaker than the backgrbund absorption. Good results

were obtained for the crystals with thickness of 10e to 5eO microns.

    The measurement above 4.2eK .was made after' liquid helium had been evaporated. A
double cryostat used is illustrated in Fig. 2. Its peculiar shape was designed not to bring

about rapid temperature increase of specimens. The crystal temperature rises gradually
up to 5eOK for about 90 minutes, the tenaperature rise rate being 0.01 OK per second. Ex-

posure times were between 10 and 20 seconds, by taking into consideration the absolute
intensity relative to the background fog. Short exposure time enabled one to avoid ap-

preciable temperature change during each exposure. Temperature of a specimen was
monitored by a belometer which was rested on the crystal-mount.

    By the employment of photographic detection, exciton lines and a magnon sideband
could be observed. But their profiles were not obtained in the form of the exact shape
function, because their intensities, relative to the background fog, were very weal< and phonon

sidebands prevented determination of the shape of the magnon sideband.

Results

    Observed spectral lines and bands in the visible and near-ultraviolet regions are listed

in Table I, together with the assignment and some relevant values. Five absorption bands

were found and named A, B, C, D and E from the lower to the higher energy side. Three'
absorption bands A, B, C in the visible region are shown in Fig. 3. Except for the C band,

all the absorption bands were fairly broad. In contrast to the relatively temperature-

independent band C, A and B bands showed large shifts to the higlaer energy side when
temperature was decreased. Absorption coeMcients were obtaiBed only by dividing the
recorded optical density by thickness of the specimens. The thickness of very thin platelets

was measured exactly from interference fringes as shown in Fig. 4. Those fringes arise from

multiple reflections within a crystal throughout the transparent region. Thickness was
obtained by counting the nuinber of fringes Am between 2i== 1.4pt and Z2== 1.6pt from the

equation d==Am12n•(11Zrl!R2). The index of refraction (n=2.695) which had been meas-
ured at 1.5pt by Huffman and Wildi2) was adopted. The oscillator strength was calculated

from the expression

            f= [[Nt:,(/"i)dog]oO,b,SS',"Xd] -- i.og x io-iOfee..a(v)dy ,

where e and m are the charge and mass ef an electron, c and v are the velocity and wave
number of light, N is Avogadro's nunaber, Co is the molecular concentration per litre of

MnS and a is the absorption coeMcieBt. With the aid of the following expression, the
integral was calcuiated from the absorption coeMcient at the peak (po) and the half-maximum

width APV assuming a Gaussian shape: f== 1.09Å~10miO•ev(yo)•Arv(nlln 2)12.
    The fine structure was observed in C band when a specimen was cooled to a temperature

below 770K. The typical feature of C band at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 5.
At liquid-heliu, m temperature, five peaks werÅë fgu,nd aqd napaed Cl-C5,
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   Fig.4. Interference fringes appearing iR the absorption spectrum. Thickness of thin
          specimens was obtained by counting the number of fringes between 1.4pt and 1.6pt .

    Figure 6(a) shows the structure in the absorption tail of A band at liquid-helium
temperature. Lines were named Al-A5, from the lower to the higher energy side. It
should be noted that two extremely sharp and weak Iines Al, A2 (their widths were less than

2 cm"i) emerged in the lower energy side and A3, A4 and A5 had much more intense absorp-
tiQp tban Al and A2, Ea.ch component in the structure Qf A ba,nd tail is ill"strated in Fig.
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(a) Structure iR the tail of A band recorded by a microphotometer. (b) Each com-

ponent of the structure is described in terms of an energy level scheme.

6(b). The separation between A1 and A3 wag. different from the two nearly equal separations

of Al-A4 and A2-A5. In Fig. 7, temperature dependence of the spacing between Al and
A3 is shown together with tbat of the zero-field Mn55 NMR frequency p55(T) in the antifer-

romagnetic state.i8) The separation at OOK extrapolated from empirical values at other

temperatvre$ was fo"nd tQ be 127 gm-i, Since each component Qf th.e stru.cture diffused,
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Fig. 7.
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Normalized temperature dependence of the magnon frequency totsi(T) and the Mn5ff

NMR frequency v55 after Lines aRd Jones. The solid and open circles show the
former and the latter, respectiveiy. The wave number of the sideband is denoted
by "A3(T).

above 300K presumably due to thermal vibration, the separation could not be measured
accurately. The assignment of the structure is discussed in the next chapter.

Discussion

    This chapter is divided into two sections. In the first section, the whole spectrum and

the fine structure of C band are discussed using the modified crystal field theory. We have

no regard for the effect of antiferromagnetic ordering. In the second section, the fine

structure of A band tail is discussed in detail and assigned as a group of pure exciton ab-

sorptions and their sidebands.

1 Abserptien spectrum of paramagnetic a-MnS

    As summarized in Table I, measured values of the oscillator strength of all the bands

are too large to be accounted for as the absorptjon being due to forbidden d-d transitions.

Electric dipole transitions between the ground state and the excited states are highly forbidden

because of the same parity and different spin multiplicity of them. It should be taken into

consideration that the descent of a crystal field symmetry andlor the cooperation of phonons

with appropriate modes, relax Laporte's rule in the field of the jnversion symmetry. On
the other hand, the transition from sextet to quartet becomes possible through the spin-
orbit interaction. Koide and Pryce showed that the introduction of the intermediate state

4Tig(G) couples the ground state with excited states, since 6S state couples only with 4,P

through the spin-orbit interaction and 4Ti,(P) is mixed in 4Ti,(G).4) Such a mechanism
may loosen the prohibition of d-d transitions.

1.1 Assignment of bands iR the visible regien

    Three bands A, B, C are the d--dtransitions from sextet to relevant excited states. Apart

from the cQnfirmed bands, the assignrnent of D and E bands appearing in the 440eA strong
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Table I. Absorption spectyum of a'-MnS. Thesign t indicates the calculated positiong. of

absorption peaks. In the last two rows D and ff at 4.20K, the band positions
calculated on the assumption peaks. Ifi the last two rows D and E at 4.20K,
the band positions calculated on the ass"mption that the transitions occur from

6Aig(S) to `T2g(D) and `Eg (D), are given in parentheses, respectively. The
misfit between these transitions and D, E suggests that the twe bands obtained

experimentally do not result from any d-dtransitions in a manganese ion.

Absorp-
tion peak

Wavelength Wave
          number
   A (cm-i)

Witdh at
half-hejght
(cm-i)

Oscillator
strength

Transition'

fiAig'

Absorption Remarks
coefflcient

 (max.)
 (CM'i)

at 4.20K

 A
B

;g

:s

Cs

s

601O

5040

#gg2

4532

4540

4490

4050

3650

 16640
t16391

 19840
t20l1l

 21440

 21659
t21649

 21825
 '22030

 22270
t22273
 24691

 27397

-l400

N1200

gg 1

400

1.7Å~10-4

1.5

O.1

O.5

1,5

(` T2g(D) :t28035)

(`Eg(D): t28367)

4Tig

4T2g

"Eg(2)

`Eg(1)

 4Eg(1)+VT.o.

{:g:[iB\5'Bts96

    4Aig

1.03Å~103

1.06

O.90

2.l8

2.18

2.9g

3.30

shoulder

broad
broad

at 77OK
  i/0

'

Cs
at 3oooK

 A
 B
 C•

6010

5040

4625

4550

4503

6070

5150

4S25

16640

19840

21620

21980

22210

16470

19420

22100

•v1500

-l300

over-all

  520

.v1500

•v1400

  880

1.8

1.8

ii

1.06

121

3.60

l.32

1.26

4.50

  shoulder
' shoulder ''

broad

broad
sharp

absorption edge comes into question. ' One can suspect that the transitions occur from the•

greund state to' excited states 4T2g and 4E, which•originate from free D Ievel. It wM be seen '

later, how'ever, that the calculated energies of 4T2g(D) and 4E,(D) terms deviate largely from

experimental values of D and'E. The two bands may be due to a structure which is respon-
sible for'a charge transfer absorption located in the strong absorption•edge around 4400A:

1.2'Fine structure ofCband • • ' ' Our assignment of five lines in the fine structure were made by inspection of spectral

features shown 'in Table I and Fig. 5. Three components C5, C2 and Cl are due 'to the
transitions to 4Aig, 411g(1) and 4Eg(2), respectively, where 4Eg(1) aRd 4E,(2) express two

sublevels from 4Eg split by distorted field in the crystal. The splitting into C2 and ,C5 .is
due to the partial covalency in the Mn-S bonding. The other peaks are phonori-assisted

transitions of C2. That is,' C3 is accompanied by one transverse-optical (T.O.) 'ph6non
e.intssipn ap< C4 cpnsists QÅí twQ absorption peak$i a transitiQp coupled witli Qpe longitudinaj-,
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optical (L.O.) phonon emission and the other two-T.e.-phonon emission. Thejustification

of the assignment is discussed as follows. '
    Certain mechanisms can be considered 'as the seurce of splitfing of the degenerate state

[4Aig, 4Eg]. In the initial and final states of the transition responsible for C band, the effect

of the spin-orbit interaction should be ruled out, since it would give much sinaller splittirig

(rvlOcmLi) of the second order. Similarly, the first order spin-spin interaction is not
effective for ' the splitting.4) For the expianation of the observed structure, we should

consider the splitting to be due to the covalency, the distorted field and the vibrations coupled

witb electronic transitions.
    A larger covalg'ncy caR be expected in sulfides than in halides, sinÅëe the electron tiega-

tivity difference in the former, is much larger than in the latter. Indeed, the value of the

effective ionic'charge of the Mn2" ion derived from infrared refiectance data suggests con-

siderable covalency in MnS.i2> Lee obtainedfk =O.915% as the effective fraction of valence

electrons by the NMR experiment of S33 in the paramagBetic a-MnS.24) The calcglation
by Koide and Pryce4) which took covalency into consideration showed that the curves of
energy levels 4A.ig and 4Eg as functions of the covalency parameter intersect each other at

a certain value of the parameter, i.e. 4Eg is located above 4Ai, for the smaller degree of

covalency and yice versa for the layger one (Fig. 8).

E (cm-t)

26000

24000

22000

20000

t8000

4Atg

4Eg

                          O.t O.2 O.3

              lt                   COVALENCY PARAMETER E
Fig. 8. VariatioR of the energy levels "Aig, `Eg as functions of covalency parameter s.

 '' Next, consider 'the effect'of Åíhe distorted field in a-MllS. It lowers the symmetry of

the crystal field from Oh ,to 'a certain symmetry species. The state 4Ai, is not influenced

bY'the effect, while 4E, decomposes further into two sublevels. One is located at the same

position as in the absence of the distorted field and the other'shifts to the lower energy side.4>

We call the former 4Eg(1) and the latter 4Eg(2). The 'reducÅíion of the symmetry comes from
two sourcels, although at this stage of our experiments we cannot decide which is more

dpmipant, A la. ttice di$tQrtiQn by rnagnetic Qrdering cause$ tb.e descept Qf the ctystal fiel<
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symmetry. In addition to anisotropic contractjon alollg all cube edges, a lattice deformatjon

along [1 1ll axis has been reported in MnO and NiO which have the same magnetic structure

as antiferromagnetic a-MnS.25,26) In a-MnS rather small lattice distortion was measured.i8)

The other orjgin which giyes rjse to the descent of the symmetry is an jmpurity jncorporation.

In the specimens grown by the chemical transport method, the distorted field is easily sup-

posed to exist, for the iodine atoms used as the transporter diffuse into a crystal during the

growth of single crystals. The iodine content amounts to 10'2 weight per cent in the case

of CdS.23) Whether they migrate to substitutional or interstitial sites, the introduction of

iodine ions decreases a crystal field symmetry.

    It may be assumed that the covalency is so large as to raise 4Aig to a hjgher energy than

4E,. This assumption is supported by the calculation of term energies discussed later.

    The difference between C2 and C3 agrees with the T.O. phonon frequency vT.o. =l85cm'i

obtained from an jnfrared reflectance within the experimental error.i2) Two absorption
peaks which compose the C4 shoulder are of the transitions to 4E,(l) level coupled with the

L.O. phonon (yL.o. ==320 cm-i) and two T.O. phonons. The shoulder C4 is relatively broad
owing to the coexistence of two phonon-assisted transitions. The positjons of these transi-

tions are indicated by arrows in Fig. 5. It is reasonable that the transitions accompanied

by the phoRon emission may overwhelm those by the phonon absorption at low temperature.

1.3 EstimatioR of eova}ency and crystal fie}d parameters

    In the free ion the separation in energy among the levels derived from (3d)5 configuration

arises from the Coulomb and exchange integrals describing the electrostatic repulsion
between the electrons. These integrals may be expressed in terms of the Racah para-
meters27-29), which in turn may be written with the Condon-Slater integrals30), namely
B==F2-5F4 and C== 35F4. SiBce in a-MnS each Mn2" ion is surrounded by six sulfur ions
at equal distance, one expects that the change in the location of electronic efiergy levels in

passing from the free ion to the crystal, may in the first approximation be described with

the perturbation of the free ion levels by a ligand field of octahedral symmetry. In the Oh

field the strength of the Iigafid field can be specified by a single parameter Dq, from which

it is possible to calculate the positions of energy levels in the crystal. Tanabe and Sugano3im"33)

and Orge134-36} calculated the expected energy level patterns for ions containing an incom-

plete shell ofd electrons. In their energy level scheme, the ligands were regarded ofily as

point charges which give rise to Oh field. The overlap between the electron clouds bf the

Mn2' and the S2rm ions, i.e. the covalent bonding, must be considered. The screening by
the electrons from the sulfur ions causes the radial distribution of charge in eg orbitals of

the metal ion to move away from the nucleus. But little effect is expected on t2g orbitals.

Taking into account the covalent character as the covalency parameter e, Koide and Pryce
calculated the energy matrices for 4E,(G) and 4Ai,(G) for the interpretation of their experi-

ment on the absorption spectrum of manganese hydrated salts.4) In their formalism, the
amplitude of each e- eigenfunction is diminished by the factor (1 -e)ii2. For the discussion

of absorption spectrum of MnF2, Stout developed the calculation to all energy matrices
relevant to (3d)5 configuration containing the covalency parameter.

    Taking the partial covalency of the Mn-S bonding into consideration, the values of the

Racah parameters B, C and crystal field strength Dq were determined so as to fit the positions

of four observed bands and two lines C2, C5. Each term energy was calculated using the

secular equations of energy matrices for relevant terms which contain the covalency
parameter e. After the work by Stout, energy matrices which are necessary for the present

work are shown in Table II. By changing E st.ep by step from zero to O.30, a wide range of

B, C and De was examined with an electronic computer so as to obtain the best fit of the
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Table II. Energy rnatrices of some terms of the Mn2" ion in the crystal after Stout.

The origin of energy is the 6Aig(S) ground state.

6Aig(S)

`Aig(G)

"Eg(D, G)

o

(10B+5C) (1-g)

 13B+5C
-s(4B+2C)

2cr3 B (1 -- e)

  14B+5C
-s(22B-l-7C)

`Tig(P, F, G) iOB+6C-IODq
 -e(18B+C)

3V'lrB(2-e)12

 19B+7C
-2E(2B+C)

C(1-s)

3V 2 B(2-e)/2

10B+6C+10Dq
   -10EC

`T2g(F, D, G) 18BÅÄ6C-10Dq
 -E(26B+C)

Vr6B(2-E)/2

 13B-t-5C
-2E(2B+C)

(4B+C)(1-e)

-V-grB(2-e)/2

18B+6C+10Dq
 -e(8B+10C)

values of them for the observed positions of absorption peaks. We obtained reasonable
values; s== O.17, B== 8e8 cm-i, C=3751 cmmi and Dq==1025 cm-i.
    The rather large value ofsshould be compared with e.e64 in MnF2, O.03 or O.13 in
MnCl/ and O.05 or O.15 in MnBr2.7•37m39>* Trials to seek the set of reasonable values of the

parameters always miscarried for the smaller e for which 4Aig was located below 4Eg. It
is well known that 1) r=C/B, is nearly the same for almost all elerrients, taking a value 4

to 5.32) 2) the magnitude of the interelectronic repulsion parameters B and C would be

reduced to some extent in many complexes and molecules unless the covalency parameter
is taken into consideration.40m42} The reduction comes from the partial covalency of the
bondings between a central ion and ligands. In our case of the crystal field, nearly the
same values as in a free ion were obtained, since such a reduction of the magnitude was
transferred to the large value of s. Thus, we obtained a reasonable value 4.64 as the r value.

    The rather large crystal field strength Dq never spoils the level diagram used in the

interpretation of the absorption spectrum. When the octahedral crystal field becomes much

stronger, 2T2,(I) with the (t2g)5 configuration eventually becomes the ground state in place

of 6Ai,(S) with the (t2g)3(eg)2 one. Then we gain 20 Dq by two electrons transferring from

the e, shell to the t2g shell at the expense of l5F2-l-275,F4 in promotional energy. The

condition for 2T2,(I) to be the ground state can be expressed as 20Dq-(15F2 ÅÄ275F4)>ODq
where ODq is the energy of 6Ai,(S) state.43) The calculated values of De is the appropriate

one to our case.

* Two different values of the covalency parameter have been obtained for MRCI2 and MnBr2.
  Stout took the values of the free Mn2' ien as those of B, C, whereas Pappalardo thought of e,

  B, C and Dcl as adjustable parameters. See refereRce 37-39) for detailed discussions.
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2 The abserption speetrum of antiferremagnetic a-MnS

    The theoretical study of magnon sidebands in cubic antiferromagnetic manganese
compounds involves detailed and complicated.calculations : the location of magnon sidebands

measured from the exciton absorptio,n line can be estimated after the construction of
Brillouin zone and the bulky calculation of magnon dispersion relation and density of states.

In the subsections 2.1-2.3, the spin wave theory will be briefly reviewed on cubic antifer-

romagnets in order to facilitate the subsequent calculation. The enumeration of the location

of magnon sidebands is carried out by taking into accouBt the observed values of paramcters.

In the last two subsections, experimental results are discussed on the assignment of the
structure in the A band tail and the temperature effect of inagnon sidebands. It was found

very recently that Motizuki and Harada made a more detailed investigation on magnon
sidebands in MnO and MnS.44) Their results of numerical calculations cannot be adopted
directly for our experlmental results, because parameters used by them are slightly different

.from observed values for the sake of theoretical manifestation.

2.1 Spin wave Hamiltonian and magnen dispersion relation

    The cr-MnS has the antiferromagnetic ordering denoted as an fcc-2-type ordering
(Fig. 9).36) Calculation of the magnon frequency in terms of exchange and anisotropy
fields in a-MnS is more complicated than in MnF2-type antiferromagnets, since a half of
twelve nearest neighbors (nn) is Iocated on the same sublattice as the central spin and the

other half on the different sublattice. Six next nearest neighbors (nnn) have antiparallel

spins with the central spin. For this ordering, an indirect exchange mechanism should be
rather favorable since the next nearest neighbor and an intermidiate anion lie along a straight

line. The spin wave Hamiltonian consists of the exchange interaction between nn's and
between nnn's and anisotropy energies. In a-MnS the spin direction was found to be in
ferromagnetic sheets rather than along cube edges.25} There exist `out-of-plane' and `in-

plane' anisotropy energies. The former constrains the spins to lie in (Hl) plane. The
latter fixes the spins to certain prefeyred orientations within easy planes. The small contri-

bution from the `in-plane' anisotropy energy (O.OOIOK) can be neglected in comparison
with the other iRteractions contained in the spin wave Hamiltonian.

l,+.i--oI-l+
t-----.t-----b--'b'lttt/l-

-----
++-------

+ig------------tt'..'-ot'.+ t---;b--------'tttt+pt-

Fig. 9. An fcc-2-type ordering. The signs+and-mean `up' and `down' spins,
       respectiveiy.

The Hamiltonian can be written as

       H==x,,iJ(R,j)Si•SB--D2SiSe•c,.) • (1)
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The first term involves nn and nnn exchange interactions; the second coresponds to `out-
of-plane' anisotropy energy. The exchange integral in real space is denoted as J(Ri,•). The

set of i,1' runs over ail parallel and antiparallel• nn spins Si and all nnn spins S,• of the central

spin Si. The parameter D is related to the anisotropy energy K by D = 3K12NS2 where N
is the number of spins in the system. The anisotropy energy gives an effective field of
-2DS(,m in the [i11] direction for each spin.

    For the following calculation, we should review helical spin ordering in magnetic crystals.

The term is applied to the spin ordering in which spins in a plane of a crystal point in the

same direction and this direction turns from one piane to the next by an angle proper to
each'helical maghet. The spin arrangement in a-MnS can be regarded as a helical magnet

in which spins rotate by n wheB they are transferred frorn a (1 l1) plane to the adjacent plane.

On the theory of helical magnetism, we can refer to the detailed.discussion by N.agamiya.45)

    In terms of the Holstein-Primakoff formalism for the spin wave, (1) can be diagonalized

and the spin wave frequency is obtained as follows:45}

           fitok =2[(A,-i-Bk)(Ak-Bk)]i12 (2)
where

           A,--[D-J(k)+2J(Q)-J(k+Q)]S12, (3)
           Bk -[1(k)-1(k+Q)-DiS/2. (4)
In the above expressions, the exchange integral in real space J(Ri,•) is transferred into J(k)

in k-space by the Fourier transformation:

           J(k) =:.E'iJ(Rii) exp (ikRii). (5)
The wave vector Qx[rr, n, n]la (a: Iattice constant) describes the spin arrangement in the

fcc-2-type ordering and J(k) has the highest maximum for the wave vector.

2.2 MagnoR dispersion relation along the paticular lines ef the Brillouin zene

    Numerical calculation on the magnon dispersion relation can be carried out using the
expression (2)-(5). Then 1(k) must be transferred into the Åíorm pertinent to an fcc lattice.

From the formula (5), 1(k), J(Q) and J(k+Q) are written as foHows in terms of the exchange

integrals Ji between nn spins and J2 between nnn spins;

           J(k)=4Ji[cos (k.a/2) cos (k.a/2)]'tr+2J2[cos (ka)Y' , (6)

           J(Q) == -6J2, (7)
           J(k+Q)==4Ji[sin (k.a/2) sin (k,a/2)]'i'-2J2[cos (ka)]S' , (8)

where T means the sum of the permutation about x,y,z.
    For an fcc lattice, the Brillouin zone (BZ) is a truncated octahedron. Five critical

points are of unusual interest; X, K, L, Pil and U. Together with the BZ, the magnon
dispersion relation (2) was numerically calculated and illustrated in Fig. IO only along the

directions d, X, A using the values Of Ji, J2 and D obtained by Lines and. Jones.i8) In
their work, a Zero-point spin deviation of 3.2% from the S==512 Neel state also was estimated

in order to account for the temperature dependence of the sublattice magnetization.
Therefore, the value of S =2.42 was used as S in (3), (4) in calculation of magnon frequency.

Except for the a direction, the other two dispersions have asymmetric features, which come
from the asymmetric• spih arrangement in the fcc--2-type ordering.

2.3 Density of states and the location of magnon sidebands.

    In this paper, we are not concerned with the exact shapes of inagnon sidebands but only

with the location of them. For our purpose, it is sufficieBt to calculate only the density

of states. The observed sidebands move from pure electronic transitions by the magnon
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frequency corresponding to the peak of the density of states. By counting the number of

wave vectors which give the same magnon frequency, one can obtain the histogram of the
density of states illustrated in Fig. Il. Magnon frequencies were calculated with the aid

of an electric computer for the 128,OOO wave vectors distributed on a cubic net through the

volume element of the first BZ. Two peaks come out in the density of states. As shown
in the last subsection, the dispersion curve along .X direction ([110]) has a constant frequency

region. The higher energy peak in the density of states comes from the fiat part in [llO]

direction. The other peak originates from the contribution of the flat parts in the other .X

directions [llO], [101] and [Oll]. The magnon sideband responsible for the higher energy

peak should be observed in an experiment. No contribution is expected from the lower
energy peak, for the intensity of magnon sidebands is absolutely zero because transition

probability at the magnon frequency vanishes.44)

    From the above discussion, it is expected that pure electronic absorptions have each

magnon sideband separated by 128 cm-i on the higher and lower energy sides corresponding
to magnon emission and absorption processes.
2.4 Identification of the structure in the A band tail.

    From the standpoint of the line width and the spacing between its corr}ponents, the
observed structure is essentially different from that of the C band previously assigned in

terms of covalency and some other effects. Sharp lines Al, A2 are pure electronic transitions

(the so-called zero magnon lines), whereas A3 is the magnon sideband of Al. From the
experimental results described previously, the assignment can be made mainly on the basis

of the following facts: 1) the sideband A3 has a much more intense integrated absorption

than zero lines 2) the separation between Al and A3 at OeK (127 cm-i) agrees with the
magnon frequency l28 cm-i theoretically calculated 3) Temperature dependence of the
separation between Al and A3, which will be mentioned in the next subsection, confirms
that A3 is the magnon sideband of Al. The complete agreement stated in 2) as well as the
temperature effect on the magnon sideband affords the conclusive evidence of simultaneous

excitation of an exciton and a magnoR. The possibility of the observed sideband being
vibronic is ruled out, because phonon wave numbers are much Iarger than the observed
separation. Other components A4 and A5 may be assigned as phonon sidebands: the
separation Al-A4 and A2-A5 coiRcides with the wave nurnber of the transverse-optical
phonon 185 cm-i.i2)
    The reason why two zero lines were observed and the magnon sideband associated with
A2 was not observed is stili obscure. The cause of the former is presumed to be the small

lattice distortion along the [lll] axis by magnetic ordering. It lowers the crystal field

symmetry from the octahedral to the trigonal field, as rnentioned in section l. The erbital

degeneracy is removed by reduction in syrnmetry. The state 4Tig decomposes into anon-
degenerate 4A2, and a twofoid-degenerate 4E, state.40) The magnon sideband for A2 may
be buried in the taii oÅí the phonon sideband A4.

2.5 Temperature dependence of inagnon sideband
    Observed temperature dependence of the separation between a zero line and a sideband

is used to confirm the sideband being due to a magnon. As the temperature increases,
magnon sidebands shift towards a zero line according to the decrease of sublattice magneti-

zation. The shift of phonon sidebands cannot be expected, because in a small range of
temperature increase the expansion of the lattice can be ignored.

    The magnon frequency should have the similar temperature dependence as the NMR
frequency shift which refiects that of the sublattice magnetization. The shift in both the

NMR experiment and the present study of the magnon sideband is rriuch less than in MnF2.
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Weaker temperature dependence of magnon frequency was observed in comparison with
the NMR frequency shift. Such characteristics have been reported in many cases47,48)
since the short range ordering is considered to be responsible for the optical effects. Temper:

ature dependence of magnon freqL}ency behaves as if there were the effective TN above the

real TN at the long range antiferromagnetic ordering vanished.

Concluding Remarks

   The results of this work are summarized as follows :

1) The most important result is that an exciton-magnon absorption was observed in a-MnS.
   It is the first tifne that a magnon sideband has been observed in a transition metal

   chalcogenide. The observed magnon sideband was confirmed with the aid of the
   theoretical study and the observation of its temperature effect.

2) In relation to 1), the fine structure of A band was assigned as a group of exciton lines

   and their sidebands due to a magnon and a phonon.
3) Five absorption bands were observed in the visible region and interpreted in terms of

   the modified crystal field theory. In particular, the fine structure of C band was in-

   vestigated in detail.

4) When the calculation of the term energies responsible for optical traRsitions was carried

   out so that observed band positions could be explained, the results gave the reasonable

   values of parameters r and Dq. Estimation was also made for covalency and the
   Racah parameters s, B, C consistent with the experimental data.

    In view of the fact that our main purpose to obtain the physical insight of experimental

features was attained, the results of the preseRt study on MnS are considered to be
satisfactoi'y. Exact line profile of the fnagnon sideband, however, was unable to be me-

asured because of the strong absorption tail of a phonon sideband. Taking the magnon-
magnon interaction into account, the theory on temperature dependence of the magnon
sideband should be reconstructed. The Raman scattering by spin wave in a-MnS is now
under investigation. As it was very effective for the study of antiferromagnetic magnons
in certain kinds of compounds, the experimental studies on the Raman effect will reveal
different aspects of antiferromagnetism in a-MnS.
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